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ABSTRACT: In this paper, lanthanum molybdenum oxides 
(La2MoO6 and La2Mo2O9) and their Bi-doped derivatives were in-
vestigated as potential rare-earth-free phosphors. An X-Ray dif-
fraction analysis coupled with an EDX study confirmed the purity 
of the samples and the insertion of bismuth in 1 molar % amount. 
Kubelka-Munk transformed reflectance spectra clearly indicated 
that the insertion of Bi induces a shortening of the optical gap in 
La2MoO6 but has no impact on the one of La2Mo2O9. Moreover, 
excitation and emission spectra evidenced a strong temperature 
quenching effect in all materials. Also the CIEx,y parameters at 
77K are almost identical with or without Bi-doping for the two host 
lattices. Clearly, it was shown, combining experimental data, ab-
initio calculations and empirical positioning of absorption bands 
that luminescence of Bi-doped La2MoO6 sample is mainly related 
to the host lattice itself and distortions induced by La/Bi substitu-
tion. The role of the Bi3+ dopant is indirect and the luminescence is 
mainly due to a Mo-O charge transfer rather than an on-site Bi3+ 
3P1,0  1S0 transition. Concerning La2Mo2O9, there is no effect fol-
lowing the insertion of Bi implying that the role of Bi is insignifi-
cant. 

INTRODUCTION 

Luminescent materials play a major role in our daily life. 
Applications are numerous and various going from indoor 
and outdoor lighting to smartphones, tablets, computer 
screens, medical devices, etc. Nowadays, many studies focus 
on LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes), and especially on white 
LEDs (WLEDs) to produce at low price a comfortable light, 
i.e. a warm light. Most commercialized WLEDs consist to-
day of (In,Ga)N based blue LED chip combined with a yel-
low phosphor (typically (Y,Gd)3Al5O12:Ce) blended with a 
red-emitting phosphor (typically Eu2+-doped nitrides or sul-
fides) to reach the appropriate values of color rendering in-
dex for the domestic market.1–3 However, the controversies 
associated with the possible harmfulness of the blue compo-
nent, often too intense, that may trigger photochemical dam-
ages to the retina and the crystalline lens, are pushing the 
lighting industry to develop alternatives. Among them, tech-
nologies based on the use of a UV-LED chip such as 

(In,Ga)(P,N) in association with three phosphors (e.g. 
Y2O2S:Eu or SrS:Eu or Sr2Si5N8:Eu, SrGa2S4:Eu and BaM-
gAl10O17:Eu for red, green and blue, respectively) look par-
ticularly attractive.4 Whatever the low efficiency of red 
phosphors remains a bottleneck, which limits the launching 
of such devices on the market. In addition, all these light 
technologies require substantial amounts of rare earths (REs) 
as activators. This, owing to the ever-increasing demand of 
these chemical elements in the industry (consumed in mag-
nets for wind power systems, metal alloys for batteries, etc) 
and their intrinsic high separation/purification cost (associ-
ated with a possible concomitant supply difficulties for geo-
political reasons), is creating some tension. In this context, 
RE-free luminescent materials are receiving a strong incen-
tive. Here, the challenge consists in substituting REs in phos-
phors by other activators of higher availability. Hence, 3d 
transition metal (e.g. Cr3+, Mn2+, Mn4+, Ni2+)5 and ns2 post-
transition metal (e.g. Tl+, Pb2+, Bi3+) cations6 are scrutinized 
more in depth. Native defects in solids may also give rise to 
luminescence (e.g. oxygen vacancies7) while charge transfer 
transitions in d0 transition metal ion containing inorganic 
materials (e.g. titanates, vanadates, niobates, tantalates, mo-
lybdates, tungstates) appear as an excellent alternative.8,9 
With this in mind, we have embarked on the elucidation of 
the luminescent properties of lanthanum molybdenum ox-
ides (LMO) and their bismuth doped derivatives (LMO:Bi).  

So far, LMO were mainly investigated for properties others 
than luminescence. Among all inorganic phases reported in 
the La2O3-MoO3 binary system, La2Mo2O9 remains without 
a doubt the most famous.10 Namely, it was largely studied 
for its particular ionic conductivity properties at intermedi-
ate temperature (i.e. between 400 and 800°C),11 giving ap-
plications in oxygen sensors, oxide electrolytes in solid ox-
ide fuel cells (SOFC) or oxygen pumping devices.12,13 Some 
of them show potentialities in catalysis. Hence, La2MoO6 
was studied for its capacity to oxidize toluene selectively14 
while La2Mo2O9 is highly selective for adsorption and sepa-
ration of organic dyes.15  
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Only few articles are devoted to luminescence in lanthanum 
molybdates. So far, the emission was often associated with 
the presence of a RE dopant.16,17 Investigations on La2Mo2O9 
and La2MoO6 doped with Bi3+ were carried out18,19 but the 
intent was clearly to improve the ionic conductivity of the 
host lattice. Bi3+ is otherwise a very promising and non-toxic 
activator20,21 that can be regarded as a relevant substitute for 
rare earths. Depending on the host lattice (HL), the lumines-
cence of Bi3+ may cover a spectral range, spanning from UV 
to red in correspondence with intra- and/or extra- ionic tran-
sitions. Intra-ionic transitions have an inter-configurational 
character of the type 6s16p1 (3P0,1,2,1P1) →6s2 (1S0), where 
1S0 is the ground state of Bi3+ and 3P0,1,2, 

1P1 are the excited 
in order of increasing energy. Emission occurs typically 
from the 3P1 state at ambient temperature and from the 3P0 
state at very low temperature. Extra-ionic transitions have 
charge transfer character that relate either to metal to metal 
charge transfer (MMCT) between the Bi3+(6s2) dopant to a 
closed shell transition metal Mn+ of the host lattice (Bi3+(6s2) 
+ Mn+(d0)→ Bi4+(6s1) + M(n-1)+ (d1)) or to an intervalence 
charge transfer (IVCT) between two nearby Bi3+ ions form-
ing dimers (2 Bi3+(6s2) → Bi4+(6s1) + Bi2+ (6s26p1)). In our 
case, we used a nominal Bi3+ doping of 1 mol % in La2MoO6 
and La2Mo2O9 to minimize bismuth clustering.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Synthesis of samples.  Samples of La2Mo2O9 and 
La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9 (1), and La2MoO6 and La1.98Bi0.02MoO9 
(2) were prepared from stoichiometric amounts of La(OH)3, 
MoO3 and Bi2O3 previously decarbonated at 600°C in air. 
The reactants were thoroughly mixed and ground together, 
placed in an alumina crucible and fired at 600°C during 12h. 
Then, the samples were heated at 1000°C during 12h for (1) 
and 700°C during 12h for (2), respectively. The purity of all 
samples was further checked by powder X-Ray diffraction 
(PXRD). No impurity was detected at the XRD detection 
threshold. 

X-ray powder diffraction analysis. X-ray powder diffrac-
tion analysis of each powder sample was performed at room 
temperature in the angular range of 2θ 5-80° with a scan step 
width of 0.02° using a D8 Advance Bruker AXS diffractom-
eter in Bragg Brentano geometry equipped with a 1D Lynx-
Eye detector. Rietveld refinements were performed using 
JANA 2006.22 

Quantitative analyses were performed with a FEI 
TechnaiG2 20 microscope operating at 200 kV, fitted with 
an X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) microa-
nalysis system. The atomic-ratios of the elements were de-
termined by XEDS analyses, finding good agreement be-
tween analytical and nominal compositions in the crystal-
lites. 

Optical measurements. UV-Vis spectra were collected at 
room temperature using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 650 spec-

trophotometer in the 300–800 nm range. Before the meas-
urement, the blank was measured using BaSO4 (standard for 
100% reflectance) in order to calibrate the device. Spectra 
were transformed into absorption one via the use of the Ku-
belka-Munk function F(R)= (1-R)2/2R, where R is the dif-
fuse reflectance.  

Excitation and emission spectra were collected on a Horiba 
fluorolog 3 equipped with a 450W xenon lamp using a 
R13456 PMT from Hamamatsu for detection. Controlled 
temperature measurements were conducted by means of an 
optistat DNV Oxford cryostat. Excitation and emission 
wavelength for emission and excitation spectra were chosen 
to the maximum of signals at low temperature. CIE-1931 
(2°) chromaticity coordinates of samples at 77K were calcu-
lated using the Osram Sylvania ColorCalculator (v7.63). 

Computational details. All the computations were per-
formed using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package 
(VASP).23–25 Investigations were realized on the La16Mo8O48 
and Bi1La15Mo8O48 materials in order to retrieve a decent di-
lution of defects when Bi replaces La. Structure optimiza-
tions were performed enforcing a 12 × 12 × 4 k-mesh in both 
cases using a GGA +U (PBE) approach with U = 4.38 for 
Mo atoms and the cut-off energy was set to 500 eV. The op-
timized cell parameters of La16Mo8O48 were kept unchanged 
to optimize the ion positions of the faulted cell 
(Bi1La15Mo8O48). On top of these relaxed geometries, Den-
sity of States (DOS) were simulated using a hybrid func-
tional to ensure an accurate description of the electronic 
structure (HSE) of the investigated materials. These calcula-
tions were performed using a smaller k-mesh due to the high 
computational cost when one enforces such approach. All 
the post-treatments were done with the PyDEF suite.26,27 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Bi-insertion in the host matrix. La2MoO6, 
La1.98Bi0.02MoO6, La2Mo2O9 and La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9 samples 
were prepared and characterized using X-ray diffraction 
techniques. No sub-product or extra phases were detected, 
and all collected patterns were perfectly refined via the 
Rietveld method based on the two mother structures (see 
Figure S1).  

The successful insertion of bismuth was confirmed from 
EDS analyses of tiny single crystals. The quantification (Fig-
ure S2) agreed with the targeted compositions 
(1.98:0.019:0.79 and 1.98:0.014:1.68 measured La:Bi:Mo 
ratios for La1.98Bi0.02MoO6 and La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9, respec-
tively) with Bi atoms expected to be incorporated at the La 
sites in view of respective Bi3+ and La3+ ionic radii (e.g. 1.31 
Å vs. 1.30 Å for a coordination number of 8).  

The X-ray diffraction analyses show that La2MoO6 and 
La2MoO6:Bi doped samples correspond to the γ-polymorph 
of La2MoO6 (SG: I41/a c d Z with a= 5.8005(1) Å and c= 
32.0459(3) Å for La2MoO6 and a= 5.8011(1)Å and c= 
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32.0563(4) Å for La1.98Bi0.02MoO6). In this case, the unit cell 
parameters are slightly larger in presence of bismuth alt-
hough the ionic radii are similar. This could reveal a stereo-
activity of the 6s2 lone pair in this compound. The γ- crystal 
structure of this lanthanum molybdate (Figure 1a) consists 
of infinite double layers 2/∞[La4O12]12- 2D slabs built upon 
LaO8 polyhedra sharing edges and separated from each other 
by isolated Mo6+ cations in tetrahedral coordination (see Fig-
ure 1a). There is only one independent crystallographic site 
both for La and Mo atoms.  

 

 
Figure 1. Crystal structures of a) La2MoO6 with the main intera-
tomic distances within La4O12 and MoO4 units and of b) La2Mo2O9 
with the three MoOx polyhedra.  

The LaO8 and MoO4 environments are reproduced in Figure 
1a with their La-O and Mo-O distances. Concerning 
La2Mo2O9 and La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9, both crystallize in the α- 
form of La2Mo2O9 (SG P21, Z = 48, with a= 14.3581(3) Å, 
b= 21.4750(6) Å, c= 28.3927(6) Å and β= 90.27(2) ° for 
La2Mo2O9, and a= 14.3276(2) Å, b= 21.4548(3) Å, c= 
28.3941(4) Å and β= 90.37(1) ° for La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9). The 
crystal structure is very complex with 312 distinct crystallo-
graphic sites, i.e. 48 for lanthanum and molybdenum, and 
216 oxygen sites. The coordination of La3+ cations ranges 
from 6 to 12 (30 of the 48 La atoms are nine-coordinated) 
while Mo6+ cations exhibit three different oxygen environ-
ments as depicted in Figure 1b: 15 atoms are tetra-coordi-
nated, 15 atoms are penta-coordinated, and 18 are hexa-co-
ordinated. From our set of data, it was not possible to affect 
Bi to a preferential substituting La site.  

The experimental optical band gaps of La2MoO6 and 
La2Mo2O9 and their Bi doped variants were deduced from 
the examination of the Kubelka-Munk (KM) transformed 
diffuse reflectance spectra (Figure 2).28 The absorption 
thresholds were calculated to 3.71 eV and 3.54 eV for 
La2MoO6 and La1.98Bi0.02MoO6, and 3.09 eV and 3.06 eV for 
La2Mo2O9 and La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9, respectively. Naturally, 
absorption in La2MoO6 with only MoO4 tetrahedra occurs at 
higher energy than in La2Mo2O9 containing MoO6 octahe-
dra, the crystal field splitting of the d-block being larger in 

the latter case than in the former one. Although the band gaps 
decreases upon Bi-doping in La2MoO6, it is left unchanged 
in the case of La2Mo2O9 (vide infra). 

 
Figure 2. Kubelka−Munk transformed reflection spectra of a) 
La2MoO6 and La1.98Bi0.02MoO6 and b) La2Mo2O9, 
La1.98Bi0.02Mo2O9. 
Excitation and emission spectra of La2MoO6, La2Mo2O9 and 
their Bi-doped derivatives were collected from 77K to 300K 
(Figure 3). At low temperature, we observe a broad emission 
band peaking at ca. 700, 655, 655 and 640 nm (i.e. 1.77, 
1.89, 1.89, 1.94 eV) for La2MoO6, Bi0.02La1.98MoO6, 
La2Mo2O9 and Bi0.02La1.98Mo2O9, respectively. The intensity 
of these bands drastically drops upon heating, indicating an 
efficient thermal quenching. This goes along with a high 
Stokes shift estimated at ca. 2.16, 1.92, 1.60, and 1.46 eV, 
respectively. The calculated CIEx,y parameters at 77 K are 
(0.59,0.40) for La2MoO6, (0.57,0.42) for Bi0.02La1.98MoO6, 
(0.55,0.44) for La2Mo2O9 and (0.55,0.43) for 
Bi0.02La1.98Mo2O9, i.e. values characteristic of saturated or-
ange-red colors. As previously suggested by Wiegel and 
Blasse, 29 we ascribe the emission band observed for 
La2MoO6 and La2Mo2O9 to a charge transfer, i.e. an elec-
tronic transfer from the bottom of the Mo-d block to the up-
permost levels of the valence following Mo-4d1 + O-2p5 → 
Mo-4d0 + O-2p6. Based on the evolution of the band gap go-
ing from La2MoO6 to La2Mo2O9, an emission at shorter 
wavelength is expected in the former but the inverse is ob-
served due to a larger Stoke shift. This advocates a higher 
lattice stiffness in La2Mo2O9 than La2MoO6 in relation with 
a larger diversity of [LaOx] and [MoOx] polyhedra (vide su-
pra) that agrees with a weaker ability of [MoO6]6- octahedra 
than [MoO4]6- tetrahedra to distort under light excitation. Let 
us notice that the position of the emission band is almost 
temperature independent in both compounds. 
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Doping with Bi does not alter the spectral features of 
La2Mo2O9 significantly (identical CIEx,y parameters, vide 
supra) but modify substantially those of La2MoO6. First, the 
emission is blue-shifted by ca. 0.1eV, with no obvious 
change of its spectral position as temperature is varied. Sec-
ond, the corresponding excitation spectrum, that consisted 
for the undoped material of an unique band undergoing a 
slight monotonic redshift of 2.7.10-3eV.K-1 as temperature 
was raised from 77K to 260K (see Figure S3 in Supplemen-
tary Information), now involves two largely overlapping 
contributions as evidenced by the spectral decompositions in 
Figure S4 (see Supplementary Information). The signal lo-
cated to the high energy side vary from ca. 4.06 to 4.02 going 
from 77 to 260 K for instance with the same rate as virgin 
La2MoO6. We may suppose this signal originates from the 
same [MoO4] tetrahedra, slightly blue-shifted due to Bi in-
corporation which softly disturbs the HL. The signal at lower 
energy vary from ca. 3.71 to 3.56 eV with a rate of 6.10-3 
eV.K-1, twice larger than in virgin La2MoO6. The corre-
sponding Stokes shift, conversely, is substantially lower. At 
the lowest temperatures, this signal resembles the one re-
ported initially by Wiegel and Blasse 29 for La2MoO6 (exci-
tation at 3.76 eV, emission at 1.83 eV). Let us mention these 
authors also reported a 𝑇𝑇1/2

4.2𝐾𝐾  value (temperature at which 
the luminescence has lost 50 % of its 4.2 K intensity) of ca. 
90 K in this material and a total quenching at 300 K, which 
matches satisfactorily with our observations for La2MoO6 
and La2MoO6:Bi compounds (𝑇𝑇1/2

77𝐾𝐾 of ca. 125 K determined 
for a reference temperature of 77 K). Whatever, to shed light 
on the luminescence properties of undoped and Bi doped 
La2MoO6, ab initio calculations were initiated to get insight 
on the energy location of 6s and 6p orbitals of Bi compared 
to 2p-O, 4d-Mo and 4d-La ones. Calculations were carried 
out on the Bi0.125La1.875MoO6 composition only, i.e. 
BiLa15Mo8O48 to simulate La2MoO6:1%Bi (calculations on 
La2Mo2O9 and its Bi variant turned out to be very time con-
suming and did not converge). 

Figure 4 sketches up the atomic contributions to the elec-
tronic structure. For the host cell, the computed band gap is 
calculated at 3.67 eV, in quite good agreement with experi-
ment (3.71 eV). As aforementioned, the examination of the 
density of states (Figure S5) confirms that the valence band 
(VB) is built upon the “p” orbitals of oxygen while the empty 
“d” orbitals of Mo are the main characters of the conduction 
band (CB). Contribution of La-4d orbitals are repelled at 
higher energy. This result undoubtedly indicates that an ox-
ygen to molybdenum charge transfer is at the origin of the 
observed absorption threshold (and emission of the host lat-
tice). When one bismuth atom replaces one lanthanum atom, 
the electronic structure as a whole is barely affected. 

 
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of photoluminescence for a) 
La2MoO6, b) Bi0.02La1.98MoO6, c) La2Mo2O9 and d) 
Bi0.02La1.98Mo2O9.  

Nevertheless, the diminution of the experimental band gap 
(3.71 vs. 3.54 eV) is accounted even though the difference is 
exaggerated in the calculation (3.22 vs. 3.54 eV). Namely, 
going from La2MoO6 to Bi doped La2MoO6, Bi-6s orbitals 
are interleaved at the top of the HL valence band, position in 
energy of the CB is not affected (or very slightly affected), 
and Bi-6p orbitals are located much higher than the bottom 
of the CB (Figure 4 a). The on-site 1S0 → 3P1 and 1S0 → 1P1 
transitions (commonly labelled A and C bands, respectively) 
are anticipated to give rise to absorptions at ca. 3.48 and 4.52 
eV. This is linked to the empirical equations EA(Bi3+,eV) = 
2.97 + 6.2 e-he/0.551 and EC(Bi3+,eV) = 3.23 + 10.92 e-he/0.644 
where he is a parameter depending on many factors such as 
the coordination number of Bi, its effective charge, the de-
gree of covalence of the Bi-O bond, etc (he is calculated at 
1.377 in La2MoO6 for Bi3+ at La3+ site based on a bond va-
lence sum of 3.195 for La and 5.013 for Mo, respectively).30-

32 Noteworthy, we find that the predicted energy of the A 
transition in La2MoO6:Bi matches pretty well the experi-
mental position (i.e. 3.56 eV) of the excitation threshold for 
T>180K (see Figure 3b and Figure S5) and gives credit to an 
attribution of this weak underlying band (or at least a part of 
it) to Bi. From these calculations, the 3P1 and 1P1 states would 
respectively be located at ca. 0.06 eV below and 0.98 eV 
above the CB bottom (Figure 4b). 
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Figure 4. a) Schematic representation of the electronic structure of 
Bi doped La2MoO6 and b) schematic one coordinate configura-
tional coordinate diagram of La2MoO6:Bi. The energy scale (y 
axis) in b) is relative and independent with respect to a).  

 

Practically, based on the work of Boutinaud et al.,31–34 it is 
also possible to determine the positioning in energy of the 
bismuth-molybdenum charge transfer based on the nowa-
days, well-established formulae MMCT(Bi3+, eV) = 8.68 – 
6.45 χ4(Mo6+)/dcorr for Mo6+ cations in tetrahedral site, where 
χ4(Mo6+) and dcorr stand for the optical electronegativity of 
Mo6+ cation for a 4-fold coordination and the shortest Bi-Mo 
distance in the understudied material, respectively. Using 
χ4(Mo6+) = 2.50635 and dcorr= 4.009 Å in the above equation, 
we estimate Bi3+ to Mo6+ MMCT at 4.6 ± 0.4 eV in 
La2MoO6:Bi, i.e. ca. 0.89 eV above the CB in an energy do-
main near the 1P1 state. Typically, this MMCT would corre-
spond to a transfer from the 6s orbital of Bi towards the t2 
(dxy, dyz, dxz) orbitals of the Mo-4d block via the bridging 
oxygen atom instead of a direct straight ahead Bi-Mo charge 
transfer. However, the long Bi-Mo distance (∼4 Å) with a 
Bi-O-Mo angle of ca. 120° seriously mortgages the eventu-
ality of such an electronic transition. At the end,  the so 
called Bi-Bi intervalence charge transfer for octa-coordi-
nated Bi3+ dimers can also be estimated by the equation 
IVCT(Bi3+, eV) = 11.43 –2/dcorr that is 4.21 eV for 
La2MoO6:Bi (dcorr = 3.814 Å).34 Based on our previous con-
clusion, this implies that the 6p1 ground state of Bi2+ (2P1/2 
state) would be ca. 0.5 eV above the conduction band, the 
IVCT being regarded at first sight as the energy separation 
between the Bi3+ and Bi2+ ground states (i.e. the energy 
needed to move one electron from one Bi3+ cation to another 
according to the 2 Bi3+ → Bi4+ + Bi2+ charge transfer).36,37 
Based on the position of this Bi2+ level, its participation to 
the absorption and the luminescence in La2MoO6:Bi is 
highly unlikely. Moreover, as luminescence of Bi2+ cations 
is associated to 2S1/2 → 

2P1/2 and 2P3/2 → 
2P1/2 transitions char-

acterized by narrow emission bands, not observed at all in 
our prepared samples, this definitely rebuts the role of Bi2+ 
cations on the optical properties of La2MoO6:Bi. This con-
clusion could be prophesied, the presence of Bi2+ cations at 

the thermodynamic equilibrium being unlikely when synthe-
ses are carried out in air without reducing post-treatment.  

CONCLUSION. 

Based on experiments, ab initio calculations and empirical 
positioning of absorption bands, we conclude that the low-
temperature luminescence in Bi doped La2MoO6 images the 
spectroscopic behavior of oxygen-molybdenum charge 
transfers that undergo perturbations due to local structural 
distortions under the La/Bi substitution (stereoactivity of the 
6s2 pair of Bi3+) and electronic rearrangement of the charge 
density under the incorporation of Bi. We do not exclude a 
spectral contribution from Bi3+ but the close proximity of the 
6s orbitals of Bi to the uppermost levels of the valence band 
and 3P1 level to the CB bottom favors naturally thermal-as-
sisted cross-over that readily leads to quenching, i.e. a (very) 
weak emission intensity, as temperature is raised.  

In the case of La2Mo2O9 and its Bi variant where absorption 
spectra are identical, we conclude that the role of Bi is not 
significant at all and the properties are majorly related to the 
host lattice.    
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